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Preface

This book begins with an introduction to different types of interest, followed by

basic growth models and the more complicated annuity models commonly found

in Hong Kong. Sections entitled “EXCEL Tutorial” introduce the computer skills

needed to model and solve problems with EXCEL spreadsheets. We will also

cover more advanced ideas including forecasting trends in interest rates, estimating

market-price behavior, and carrying out simulations. This knowledge will allow

students to select the best deals from the overwhelming number of plans offered

by Hong Kong financial institutions and use simulated stock prices to understand

real stock market trading. This book uses real-life examples to help students build

a strong foundation in logical thinking and problem solving and enable them to

use cost-benefit analysis as a decision-making tool in their daily lives. Local ex-

amples not only provide a sense of familiarity for students, but also make the skills

acquired in this course applicable to Hong Kong situations. We hope that this book

will help students learn to enjoy using mathematics in real life.

Objectives

This book is intended as a textbook for a university-level general education course.

It is specifically designed to suit the needs of Hong Kong university students who

are interested in finance, especially those who are not majoring in mathematics

and do not have mathematical knowledge beyond the high school level. However,

this does not mean that the mathematics in this book is easy. Our objective is to

teach students to make smart decisions about money through an understanding of

the basic principals of money management.

This book is written in a clear manner and offers numerous case studies. Each
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chapter focuses on one major concept and provides relevant examples. This book

is not about calculations, but aims to clarify the logical processes used to obtain

the answers to mathematical problems. There are many tools available to simplify

calculations. We have chosen Microsoft EXCEL (version 2007) because it is a pro-

gram that most readers possess. When you see a mouse iconÍ in the chapter title,

the chapter will show how to solve and example with an EXCEL tutorial. EXCEL

tutorials are quick guides that demonstrate some common EXCEL functions.

As a major international hub, Hong Kong depends on its finance industry. Peo-

ple in Hong Kong encounter financial problems everyday. In addition, managing

personal finance is a complex task because so many financial instruments are avail-

able on the market. Most people have a bank account or credit card, and many buy

stocks or have a home mortgage, as well. As consumers, students make decisions

daily about how to spend their money. Some of these financial decisions are mi-

nor, but others are significant, such as applying for a student loan or stock trading.

These decisions generally require more than simple arithmetic, requiting a sophis-

ticated understanding of the underlying mathematics and mechanisms behind each

instrument. We want to show how mathematical models, rather than closed-form

formulas, can be used as the main tools for analyzing and solving problems. Our

goal is to show you practical examples of problems that you will encounter in the

future, and show you how to model and solve these problems.

To the Students

In response to the new 3-3-4 curriculum, the academic structure will focus more

strongly on all-rounded personal development. The need for language ability and

mathematical skills has increased considerably; therefore, new courses have been

introduced to meet these requirements. To simplify the teaching and learning of

this material, we have created a custom series of books. “Manage Your Money

without Formulas” helps students develop the most important survival skill in this

society—the proper attitude towards money and financial derivatives. Unlike tradi-

tional textbooks that focus on formulas, this book aims to help you tackle common

problems through mathematical models, using computer software to carry out the

calculations. Therefore, even if numerical calculations are not your strong point,

there is no need to worry because as we will focus largely on modelings and pro-
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Most of you may find solving financial problems difficult, if not impossible.

You may have been discouraged as you struggled to memorize formulas that ap-

pear to be unsolvable. However, the reality is that standard formulas cannot be

used to solve all everyday financial problems because there are so many possible

variations for real financial products. In secondary school, you focused on solving

equations and learning different functions. In this book, we will not be solving

equations that do not have a purpose. We will demonstrate how mathematics is

actually used in our society and teach you to build mathematical models to solve

everyday problems. With proper guidance, this is not out of your reach. Enjoy

your learning!
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